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Departing Director Says Farewell
(Editor's note: Randy Fisher prepared this editorial just before he
left the agency in February. The Fish and Wildlife Commission is
currently reviewing applications for the agency director position.)
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Oregon artist Ken Catlett created this
scene of two mountain quail overlooking
a valley, with a mountain rising in the
background. The artwork was selected
from 43 paintings and will serve as the
1994 Upland Game Bird Stamp. Stamps
will be available after July 1.
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weekend I came into the

office to organize myself for my
move to another job. In going through
some old ifies I found the first

I

newspaper article about the "new
director" in 1986.
Yes, some things have changed
since then. In nearly eight years with
the department I have lost a beard,
lost a mustache and gained a lifetime
of memories. I have had experiences
with wildlife that many people can
only dream of. I have worked with
people that will remain friends for
the rest of my life.
I have listened to people talk
about the resource as if it is owed
them, and I have listened to others
speak about the spiritual importance
of fish and wildlife. Over the nearly
eight years, I've had the most
difficulty listening to those people
who were mainly interested in
satisfying their own greed.
I have watched the Fish and
Wildlife Commission struggle with
difficult decisions balancing social
values and desires. I have experienced
personal attacks against agency

employees because interest groups
didn't like the answers concerning
biological questions.
Do I believe after eight years that
this will change? The answer is no.
My hope is the people will start
realizing what they have in the way
of fish and wildlife resources, and
will begin acting responsibly and
respectfully.
I have thought a lot about this last
editorial. It is an obvious chance to
share my philosophies on fish,
wildlife and the agency. In the end,
however, my thoughts come down
to what a wonderful opportunity
I've had. I remember an old saying "The man who believes he can do
something is probably right; and so
is the man who believes he can't."
There are more challenges ahead.
We must all believe we can make
a difference."

Randy isher
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UPDATE
Landowner receives
award for work
benefiting wildlife

Commissioner Jim Habberstad awards Dick and
Virginia Wilkinson the "Landowner of the Year"
award recently. Photo by Jim Gladson.

Tip of the Hat - Eagles
and newts protected, too
Enforcement of Oregon's fish and
wildlife laws means more than just
watching out for deer and elk. Wildlife
most people wouldn't think to kifi or use
ifiegally does sometimes fail victim to
crime. Laws protect these animals, too.
Senior Trooper Rodney Snappaus
arrested a Warm Springs resident for
ifiegally taking six golden eagles and two
rough legged hawks. Nearly a year and a
half later, Senior Trooper Paul Randall
alTested the same individual for taking five
rough legged hawks, two bald eagles and
two golden eagles. The suspect was
apparently shooting the birds while they sat
on power lines during the winter. He
served more than a year in federal prison
and is currently on parole.
In another case, senior Trooper Mark
Kingma arrested a Brookings resident for
ifiegal sale of wildlife after a veiy lengthy
investigation. The suspect had a ledger that
indicated he had shipped over 300,000

newts in one year that netted nearly
$90,000. He had been gathering them for at
least seven years. He was fined $10,000 and
assessed $2,000 restitution to the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife and five
years probation.
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Director Fisher leaves
Fish and Wildlife post
Randy Fisher, Director of the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife, left his
state position in February to take a new job
as Executive Director of the Pacific States
Marine Fisheries Commission (PSMFC)
based in Portland. Fisher has been Fish and
Wildlife Director since 1986.
"These have been the most challenging
yet rewarding years of my professional life.
Leaving this agency and its dedicated
people wifi be very hard, but it is time to
make a change," Fisher said.
Fisher's new position will not remove
him from the fishery management arena.
The PSMFC is a regional scientific data
clearinghouse and policy coordinating
organization representing state fishery
agendes including the Pacific Coast states
and Idaho.
Fisher noted that the job change does
not reflect a change of philosophy or
personal commitment to natural resources
of the Pacific Northwest. "My new position
will allow me to facilitate the continuing,
cooperative effort to preserve and enhance
a priceless part of our heritage," he said.
Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission
Chairman Pete Bamhisel, Eugene, praised
Fisher's years of service and said the search
for a new director is well i.mderway.
"Randy's skifis, his commitment, and his
great storehouse of ideas have made my
first experience in working with a state
government department a delight,"
Barnhisel said. "Randy's shoes will be very
difficult to fill. I am pleased, however, that
his expertise will not be lost to the region."

Dick Wilkinson, a Heppner area rancher,
runs about a thousand cattle on the 35,000
acres of grassland he owns or leases near
Heppner. But in the years of keeping an
eye on his cattle and the family ranch, he's
also learned to keep an eye on the
hundreds of deer and elk that call the same
land home.
'Dick is one of those types of people,"
said Bob Krein, a biologist for the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife, "who, if
he has a piece of ground, wants it to be in
the best shape possible. He's done so many
things that mutually benefit his cattle and
wildlife." Wilkins on also keeps his land
open to the public during hunting season,
so Krein helps patrol the area and post
signs, asking hunters to close gates or not
drive on certain roads.
"He's well known for his work in the
area, too. We wanted to see that the effort
didn't go unmentioned," said Krein.
It hasn't gone unmentioned. The Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife honored
Wilkinson's efforts, naming him the
department's first Oregon Landowner of
the Year. He received his award during the
recent Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation's
annual national convention held in

Portland.
Krein estimates that up to 700 elk use
the Wilkinson land during the winter, and
from 200 to 400 use the land in the
summer. Hunters spend an estimated
20,000 hours there each year, hunting elk,
deer and upland game birds. 'The area is a
huge benefit to hunters, providing good
recreational opportunities where there
might not be any," said Krein.
'We wouldn't have it any other way,"
said Wilkinson about keeping the land
open for hunting. In his eyes, hunters help
control the number of deer. In Krein's eyes,
Wilkinson helps deer and alleviates damage
to other farmers' crops by planting a mix of
legumes and grasses on Conservaton
Reserve Program land, thawing deer and
elk away from alfalfa and other crops. In
addition, he's installed massive watering
systems that benefit wildlife as well as his
cattle.
Wilkinson has served many agricultural
boards and groups in his life. He currently
serves on the Heppner Agri-Science
Advisory Board, is a member of the
Morrow County Road Advisory Board,
serves on the State Forestry's Central
Oregon Budget Committee; and is a
member of the newly formed Eastern
Oregon Public Lands Coalition. 1

Coho continue slide:
no fishing recommended
ByRandyHenry
The numbers are in, and they don't look good.

Oregon's coastal coho numbers are so low that for
the first time in Oregon's history, there will be no ocean
fishing for these salmon.
Declining populations have gained more media
attention in recent years because salmon fishing off
Oregon's coast - once a mainstay of tourism, recreation
and a way of life - has been severely restricted to protect
the small numbers of adult coho that come home to
spawn. Shutting down seasons is like turning on the spot
light - the problem suddenly takes main stage.
Despite the recent spotlight, the problem has been a
long time in coming. Spawning surveys and population
estimates dating back decades make the point clear. Steve
Jacobs, a researcher for the Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife, used catch records to calculate the
estimated number of returning adult salmon that make it
to spawning grounds. "These are pretty rough estimates,
but they give you an idea," he said. "At the turn of the
century, we estimate about 1.7 million wild coho
returned to Oregon's coastal rivers. That drops to 1.1
million in 1930-39, about 400,000 from 1970-79, and less
than 100,000 from 1980 to 1989," said Jacobs.
Since I 950, biologists have counted adult wild coho at
their spawning grounds. By counting the spawners in the
same portions of the same stream year after year, and
expanding the number upward to include all suitable coho
habitat coastwide, fishery managers would estimated the
number of adult coho returning to Oregon. New studies
indicate the method overestimates wild populations,
Jacobs says, but the trends these counts show are valid and
indicative of the decline. "The trends that we see with this
system are a good indication of population changes," he
explained. The graph shows the cyclic nature of coho
returns, but a general decline can be seen over the years.
People who live in Oregon hear or read about the issue
almost daily now. Debate is constant and intense, as are
efforts to reverse the decline.
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This year's coastal run could fall well below the 200,000,
or less than 10 percent of the historic runs which once
coursed through Oregon's rivers. In April, the Pacific
Fishery Management Council recommended complete
closure to ocean coho fishing along the Pacific Coast, and
limited chinook fishing as well to protect even the few
coho caught incidentally during chinook fisheries.
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Miami River Project
Story and photos by Pat Wray

Funds derived from the $2
Restoration and Enhancement
fishing license surcharge,
combined with money from the
Department of Forestry and
Governor's Watershed
Enhancement Board, are
helping restore the Miami River
on state forest land in Tillamook
County.
first glance the Miami
ALÌLtRiver
seems to be an ideal

Massive old growth trees no longer line the Miami River; now snuiller trees are cabled in to anchor them against
storm waters.

coastal stream. Curling downstream
through dense coastal vegetation, it
looks dean, clear and swift. A visitor's
first thoughts naturally turn to the
number and variety of fish that must be
found there.
Unfortunately, clear, clean and
swift don't cover all of the things that
fish need most, like deep pools and
eddies and places to hide. Like many
coastal rivers, the Miami River is
lacking in what biologists refer to as
habitat complexity. In its natural state,
the Miami was a meandering sort of
stream that made its way through
bogs and blowdowns and all sorts of
obstructions. Now, with the exception
of recent work, the Miami is generally
a straight, fast-flowing channel that is
not what you might call fish-friendly.
Reasons for the change are varied.
"A lot of things contributed to the
problem," said Tillamook Salmon
Trout Enhancement Program
biologist John Casteel. "First of all,
there was the Tillamook burn, a series
of massive forest fires that devastated
360,000 acres in the 1930s. Private
salvage operations after the burn
removed most of the large timber that
Continued on next page.
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hadn't been destroyed or fallen in the
water. The reduction of that
overstory contributed to increased
temperatures and reduced the
amount of large woody debris that
would end up in the water."
The devastated land was
deeded over to the Oregon
Department of Forestry in the
1950s, who reforested the
landscape. In the years to come,
most of the trees that had found
their way into the water were
purposefully removed ir an
effort to smooth the way for
upstream passage of adult
salmon.
"The best scientific
information we had at the time
emphasized the need to remove
natural obstacles from the
streams, so that returning adults
could make it upstream to
spawn," said Tillamook District
Forester Mark Labhart. "We got
right in there and removed them.
Now we have learned how
important those obstacles were

Forestry, Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife Restoration and
Enhancement Board and the
Government Watershed
Enhancement Program.

Stream improvement is a time
consuming and expensive business.
"You can't just drop trees into the
water," said Keith Braun, assistant
fish district biologist in Tillamook,

"The best scientific

information we had at
the time emphasized
the need to remove
natural obstacles from
the streams, so that
returning adults could
make it upstream to
spawn".
to the overall health of the
stream and many of our recent
efforts have been aimed at
replacing that material."
So the emphasis shifted to
recreating the natural state of
the river. Figuring out how to
pay for the improvements was
equally important. In the case of
the Miami River, funding came
from the Department of
Boulders and woody debris are helping to slow and aerate waters oft/ic Miami River.
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"even though that is essentially what
happened in the natural forest. First
Like old growth timber in
of all, Douglas firs, cedars and other
years gone by, boulders
conifers that line the riverbanks now
are not large enough to withstand the
break up the water flow,
winter flows. Cottonwoods
deteriorate too rapidly to add
aerating it and allowing it
diversity to the stream over the long
to create deep pools within
haul."
So fish managers have adopted a
which adult and juvenile
couple different methods. One of the
fish can rest relatively free
most effective is to place large
boulders across the streambed. Like
fr orn predation. Boulders
old growth timber in years gone by,
boulders break up the water flow,
and trees alike are typically
aerating it and allowing it to create
cabled to the bank,
deep pools within which adult and
juvenile fish can rest relatively free
protection against being
from predation. Boulders and trees
alike are typically cabled to the bank,
swept away by the strong
protection against being swept away
winter flows.
by the strong winter flows.
Side channels have also been
created or re-established.
"Side channels, and other areas of
of the old wooden culverts have
slow moving water are especially
failed as well, with the same basic
important as rearing areas for
result," he said.
juvenile coho," said Braun. "We try to
In some cases, streams were
get a lot of smaller woody debris in
straightened, historic meandering
those because each branch can help
flows through soggy wetlands were
protect the youngsters from birds,
bypassed completely and the results
raccoons or other fish."
were straight channels of fast moving
The burn, and subsequent timber
water.
salvage operations, left steep hillsides
There is much left to do in the
much more susceptible to erosion,
Miami but the progress itself is
which contributed
to siltation of
historic spawning
gravel. Hundreds
of miles of roads
were built to
support the salvage
logging operations
and many followed
the course of
streams like the
Miami.
"Some of the
roads built by
private timber
companies to
support timber
operations failed
over the course of
the years, allowing
tons of dirt to enter
the streams
below," said
Biologists hope that habitat improvement projects on the Miami River will help to
Labhart. A number like these chum salmon.
Spring 1994

impressive, as much for the way it
has been accomplished as for the
work itself.
"Projects that have been completed
on the Miami are good examples of
the way things should work," said
Labhart, himself a member of the
state Fish Restoration and
Enhancement Board.
"We worked closely with Rick
Klumph (Tifiamook District Fish
Biologist) to decide what needed to
be done, then state forestry, GWEB
and the Restoration and
Enhancement Board split the cost."
As Rick Klumph explained, the
benefits of this project go beyond
monetary support. "One of the major
pluses here has been cooperation
between a number of different public
and private groups. A lot of people and
organizations contributed their time
and effort to make this project work."
Besides Department of Fish and
Wildlife staff and STEP volunteers,
these groups included the
Department of Forestry, Tillamook
High School Aquaculture Class,
Department of Corrections,
Governor's Watershed Enhancement
Board (GWEB), Salmon Trout
Enhancement Program (STEP), Soil
Conservation Service (SCS), the Soil
and Water Conservation District
(SWCD) and the Beaverton Chapter
of Northwest
Steelheaders.
Before and
after photos show
the changes in the
river that have
resulted from
R&E efforts but
the real results
will be seen in
improved water
quality and in the
hoped-for return
of increasing
numbers of
salmon.
"It's an
investment in the
future," a display
sign claims of the
R&E Program.
"And your return
comes back in
increase the numbers offish
silver."

A Marten

Tri

The Hand...

And if we're lucky,
Story

with many wild animals,
watching the small
mammal in the wire live-catch trap was
a deceiving paradox: the two-poimd
pine marten was strikingly beautiful
with its large, dark eyes, slender body
and fine, beautifully colored coat. But as
Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife biologist Tom O'Neil propped
open the door with a stick, the tamelooking creature revealed fierce teeth, a
loud growl and a convincing desire to
attack if needed.
To the biologist, the marten was
simply a wild animal temporarily
detained for the purposes of study.
Lured to the cage by a piece of carrion, it
sat quietly in a small enclosure within
the trap until the humans arrived. The
average-sized male, already wearing a
radio transmitter from an earlier
meeting with biologists, was
momentarily agitated while O'Neil
opened the door. The small, dark
animal stood motionless for a moment
and then darted forward to the nearest
cover. It appeared as little more than a
shadow in search of its cause,
evaporating into the dark i.mderstory of
tall Douglas fir trees.
O'Neil had seen the scenario a
dozen times since beginning the study
in the hills above Oakridge. Pine
Martens are designated a state sensitive
species in Oregon - their population is
declining and management actions
should be taken to prevent listing as
threatened or endangered. The first
part of this action is study.
"We need a minimum of ten
martens for our study," said O'Neil.
Biologists placed nearly 40 small live
traps starting October 21 in hopes of
catching the majority of martens in that
area. Traps were checked daily for four
weeks. O'Neil stopped trapping after
he had fitted tiny radio transmitters on
10 martens.
Biologists are also conducting a fiveyear study of black bears in the same

iLi.

a

fisher, too!

By Randy Henry

s

Biologist Torn O'Neil prepares to release a marten, which had been collared earlier. The cage was modified with
a wooden box to provide security and cover for tile marten. Cages are checked daily during the trapping portion
of the study. Photo by Randy Henrt.

area (see Oregon Wildlife Fall 1993).
Data from both studies will help
biologists understand how land-use
management, hunting or trapping and
habitat changes affect these animals.
"What's good for the big ones might
not be good for the little ones,"
explained O'Neil. Martens have been
studied in the Sierra Nevada Range,
Rocky Mountains and Northern Boreal
Forests, but few studies have been
conducted in the Pacific Northwest.
According to the study proposal,
"Many Forest Service biologists believe
that there is insufficient information on
habitat relationships of marten in the
Pacific Northwest, preventing
comprehensive planning that will
maintain viable populations."
This study, as with the black bear
study, is being conducted in
partnership with Oregon State
University and relies on work by an
OSU student. The student will monitor
marten movement using a radio
receiver and directional antennae to

track the radio-collared martens over
the next year.
Marten population declines are
associated with loss of habitat,
according to the Department of Fish
and Wildlife. In areas where large
tracts of habitat remain, marten
populations are strong, as in certain
areas of northeast Oregon. Furtakers
are still allowed to harvest martens,
and report harvesting 52 in 1991 and 41
in 1992. "Their population is limited by
habitat. Harvest is allowed and occurs
at relatively low levels. The decline is
not a harvest issue," said Larry Cooper,
furbearer program leader for the

department.
O'Neil isn't the only biologist in
Oregon looking for martens. A U.S.
Forest Service biologist leading a study
in Central Oregon has 19 martens "on
the air." Learning more about martens
is, of course, the prime purpose of both
studies. But as long as they are at it,
biologists are hoping to catch a rare
member of the same family - a fisher.
Oregon Wildlife Magazine

Hard
To Find
If you are a
forester, finding an
animal that actually
liked to eat
porcupines would
be a dream come
true. Porcupines are
plentiful in Oregon
and have long been
blamed for serious
damage to growing
crops of timber.
The fisher is such
marten preparing to leave the livecatch trap. Tuis marten was captured and
an an irna i Alth ough A
collared earlier, so biologists released it withoutfurther study. Photo by Corey
studies show it to be Heath.
an effective predator
of squirrels,
mountain beavers
and other small
mammals, including
pine martens, some
studies indicate that
they actually prefer
porcupines - sharp
quffis and all.
Fishers have
always been rare in
Oregon, according
to Cooper. Fur
trapper records
from 1913 and 1914
Biologists prepare this izartci for collaring.
show only nine
fishers trapped each
year, with a few from the Coast
Minam Drainage in the Wallowa
Range, Cascade, Siskiyou and Blue
wilderness country. Biologists tried in
mountains. Their pelts were highly
the 1970s again using funds and
prized, selling for $25 in 1914, and up
assistance from the timber industry.
to $150 in 1920.
Eleven fishers were released between
The Oregon Game Commission
1977-80, and thirteen more in 1980-81
closed fisher trapping in 1936 and
in southwest Oregon. Their goal was
only a handful of sightings have been
to bolster local populations and,
reported since then. The last actual
hopefully, bring the porcupine
carcass retained by a museum,
population down a bit. It's likely that
according to Tom O'Neil who
most fishers died soon after release
oversees the Oregon Species
and the benefits weren't realized, said
Information System, was found in
O'Neil.
Douglas County in 1981, and could
"Fishers are closely related to
have come from transplant efforts
martens, but about twice the size" said
earlier that year.
Cooper. "They inhabit some of the
Fisher releases came at the request
same areas and compete with
of the timber industry. Game
martens. They are great climbers and
Commission biologists, in
hunters, pursuing their prey on the
cooperation with the U.S. Forest
ground or to the tops of the tallest
Service and Weyerhaeuser Timber
trees, and even making long leaps
Corporation, first released fishers in
from tree to tree in pursuit of squirrels
1961. Eleven were released in
or to escape their enemies." Males
Klamath County, and 13 in the
weigh an average of 10 pounds with a
Fishers

.
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Looking For
Another Weasel
Fishers and martens are members
of the Mustelidae family, as is
another rare Oregon native, the
wolverine.
Like fishers and martens,
wolverines are highly secretive and
very rare. They like similar habitats
and appear to be highly sensitive to
human disturbance. The last carcass
obtained by the department was a
road-killed wolverine found by a
motorist along Interstate 84 near The
Dalles in 1990.
No formal studies are underway
as with martens, but biologists in the
central Cascades and northeast
Oregon continually look for

wolverines using remote video
cameras, infrared-trigger still
cameras and through track surveys.
Biologist Vic Coggins worked last
year with the U.S. Forest Service
using still and video cameras
monitoring bait stations. Pictures of
bear, elk and other animals prove
the technique's usefulness, but as
yet, no wolverines have been
photographed. However, Forest
Service biologists have found tracks
and have identified
wolverine pairs. To gain more
information, Coggins even issued a
poster asking people to report
sightings to the department, and has
a couple of "pretty good reports," he
said.
In Roseburg, biologist Terry
Ferrel used snowmobiles to place
cameras at likely spots and is now
awaiting results. "It will take us a
while to work the bugs out," said
Ferre! about the cameras. "But I'll be
very interested to see what we come

up with."

body about 24 inches long and a tail
about 16 inches. Females weigh in
about 5 pounds. "Visual sightings are
very hard to confirm," said Cooper.
"It takes a trained eye to positively
identify one."
U.S. Forest Service Biologist Larry
Jones is conducting the central
Oregon study. Martens are his main
focus and he is already gathering
important data on them. But he, too,
hopes to snag a fisher. "We're not
really expecting to get a fisher, but if
we do, we have a permit and
transmitter available to collar it." r

Oregon's Access
and Habitat Board
By Pat Wray

-

It's not often that

people request their
taxes or other
governmental charges be
raised but when they do,
it's usually for a good
reason. The new Oregon
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Access and
Habitat Board is
recognized by hunters and
landowners alike as a very
good reason.
In the last legislative
session a diverse group of

landowner and hunters
groups sponsored House
Bill 2538, which imposed a $2
surcharge on Oregon hunting
licenses. Funds raised by that
surcharge were designated for use on
projects which would improve
wildlife habitat and public access on
private land, two goals which
sometimes seem mutually exclusive.
Lawmakers and sponsors of the
bill anticipated situations, for
example, where landowners who do
not normally allow hunting on their
land might be persuaded to allow
public hunting in return for funding
of projects which would benefit their
livestock as well as wildlife.
The method devised by Oregon's
legislature to administer the fund
was one which has been successful in
the past. They created a sevenmember board, called the Access and
Habitat Board, which will study
proposals and make
recommendations for project funding
to the Oregon Fish and Wildlife
Commission, which has

lo

improvement programs)
to use by the A&H Board.
This provides approximately $250,000 to the
board for immediate use.
The Access and Habitat
Board is also authorized
to recommend to the Fish
and Wildlife Commission
the auction or raffle of up
to 10 deer and 10 elk tags.
It may also recommend
that a portion of the funds
raised in that fashion be
_____
allocated to landowners
who sponsor the hunts on
their land.
It is difficult to anticipate how
effective or far reaching actions of the
Access and Habitat Board may be.
Landowners and hunters do not
always agree on some issues and as
often as not the Oregon Department
of Fish and Wildlife is in the middle.
But all three share a genuine concern
for the welfare of Oregon's wildlife.
The Access and Habitat Board may
provide a vehicle which can channel
that concern, along with a lot of
dollars, to projects which will not
only benefit Oregon's wildlife, but
help deeply committed groups of
people work together for a common
-

Togetherfor WL1d1ye

responsibility for the final decision.
Makeup of the Access and Habitat
Board was designed to take
advantage of a broad base of
experience while helping to build
bridges between disparate interest
groups. Three landowners from
around the state were selected, two
ranchers and a timber owner. Three
representatives from the hunting
community were also selected.
A seventh, at-large member of the
board represents the general public
and acts as board chair.
Nearly $1 million will be generated for use by the Access and
Habitat Board over the next two
years but it will not actually be
accessible until license sales accrue in
1994. In order to make money available on a more immediate basis,
House Bill 2538 directed that the
Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife dedicate 15 percent of its
Green Forage and Deer Enhancement
and Restoration budgets (habitat

cause.

Rig/it: Oregon's Access and Habitat
Board was created to improve wildlife
habitat and public access to private land.
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Seeing Through Trees...
Biologists Test New Tools For Counting Deer
ByRandyHenry

I

alancing expensive, highly
efficient, modem technology
against time consuming, but cheap,
well tested procedures is a job in itself
for the modern-day biologist.
Which is better? Driving a pickup

along logging roads at night,
shining a spotlight into the brush
and counting all the deer and elk
seen - a process that can take two
weeks or more. Or, is it better to use
a helicopter with a special infrared
video camera, tied into a global
positioning systems (GPS) unit
allowing a biologist to cover up to
2,000 acres an hour while seeing
animals not visible to the naked
eye?
In open areas of the state,
helicopters and light planes have
replaced horses for the counts
biologists perform each spring and
fall. "The expense is justified because
it frees up so much of the biologist's
time. It's not as romantic as a weeklong trail ride, but it is cost effective,"
said Dan Edwards, staff big game
biologist for the department.
West of the Cascade Mountains,
especially in the coast range, dense
rainforests make this method almost
useless. "If it's not the heavy brush
and timber, its the fog or clouds,"
said Edwards. "It's never really been
an option."
But new technology allows
biologists to see through trees and
fog, and Jim Cadwell, a Tillamookarea biologist, thinks it is worth a
second look.
"The Forward Looking Infrared
(FUR) camera was developed by the
military to assist in night vision work
on military operations," said
Cadwell. "It differentiates between
the heat of an animal and the
background. The ground appears flat
black and the animal is a bright
white."
12

Mounted on a helicopter, the
camera has a wide view and can be
moved along quickly and steadily.
"Blacktail deer often live in very
densely vegetated areas and tend to
be very secretive in nature. We tested
how this instrument was capable of
seeing through different types of
vegetation and looking at different
species of animals to see how useful
this technology would be to us," said
Cadwell.
The pilot test was in August in the
Saddle Mountain unit near Astoria.

"The tool itself isn't the

benefit

it's how we use

the tool."
Tests during the day were
inconclusive, said Cadwell, because
the ground heated up making it
difficult to identify animals. But done
early in the morning or on cold days,
the system makes it easier to see
animals. One non-infrared video
segment shows a fog shrouded Jewell
Meadows. The FUR video clearly
shows a herd of large animals, and
with a little study, they can be
identified as elk.
"FLIR also incorporates GPS. It
coordinates signals from various
satellites to give exact location, which
is in turn encoded on the video tape
every second. It gives us a good idea
of how much ground we've covered,
how many animals we've seen and
allows us to develop an actual

density estimate," explained Cadwell.
Though the technology is
impressive and light years ahead of
the pickup-and-spotlight routine, the
jury is still out on how useful it is. "It
has great potential," said Dan
Edwards. "But to use it to just go out
and find deer without scientific

judgment makes it useless. The tool
itself isn't the benefit - it's how we
use the tool."
Some problems with FLIR occur
when the air temperature is too
warm, or when the sun heats up the
ground. FUR sees surprisingly well
through brush and partial canopies,
but a closed canopy can make an
animal unidentifiable. In heavy tree
cover, distinguishing between a deer,
elk or bear is extremely difficult.
Interpreting the image correctly is an
important part of the technology, said
Edwards.
Cadwell agrees that learning how
to use this tool is key, but he believes
it has great potential if used correctly.
"Like any new technique, you need to
approach it cautiously. With any
sampling technique, there may be
problems or biases. We need to be
able to identify those."
To help identify them, Cadwell is
proposing more experiments. But like
most high-technology methods, the
helicopter and FUR is expensive,
costing $600 per hour. "It's not in our
budget," said Edwards.
So Cadwell is out selling the
program, looking for grants and
hoping a hunting or conservation
group will step forward to assist in
the endeavor. Other biologists are
interested, too, in using the
technology to answer questions that
standard techniques don't.
"In the near future, we're hoping
to set up two pilot projects to identify
some of the limitations of this
technology. One will be in the Saddle
Mountain unit where vegetation is so
thick. The other is the south coast
because our database in that area on
blacktail deer is one of the better sets
we have. Comparing that information
to the FUR data will help us develop
those correlations and, perhaps, make
this a valuable tool," said Cadwell. ?
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Watershed Health Program
Story and Photos

By Pat Wray

nthe
last several
decades Oregonians
have come to realize
the importance of
watersheds. They
have begun projects
in a number of
locations to improve
the health of

watersheds around
the state.

Now, a new,
Trees planted in riparian zones, like these willows along the Miami River, help stabilize the stream-banks and their shade will help lower
multi-agency effort îvater temperatures. In thefuture thj toil! provide large woody debris that will enhancefish habitat.
is underway at the
"Each of the agencies brings a
bureaucracy. We are building on
state level which has the potential to
different perspective and a different
existing successes."
strengthen some of those projects.
sort of technical expertise to the
Rather than disperse money
Powered by $10 million of lottery
program, said MaryLou Soscia,
widely with little effect, the
money, the Watershed Health
Watershed Health Program Leader.
Watershed Health Program was also
Program is based on the principle of
"As
a
group,
they
can
evaluate
and
designed to direct intense effort and
joining with local efforts already
act
on
every
sort
of
threat
to
our
solid funding toward a limited
underway, strengthening them with
watersheds. With real commitment
geographical area.
money and technical expertise.
and cooperation from local groups
"The legislature specifically
The heart of the program, not
and individuals, we can make a
directed that the program be aimed at
counting the $10 million, of course, is
significant difference in the health of
two general areas, the Grande Ronde
the involvement of nine separate state
Oregon's watersheds."
basin in northeast Oregon and the
natural resource agencies. These
One
of
the
common
complaints
south coast and Rogue basins in
include the Oregon departments of
about
new
state
programs
is
that
they
southwest Oregon. Both areas have in
. Water Resources (lead agency)
often overwhelm local efforts while
common several things, including
s Fish
and Wildlife
imposing yet another level of
degraded watersheds and a
s Environmental Quality
bureaucracy. The Watershed Health
commitment to improve them.
Program is designed to avoid that
"In the Grande Ronde basin the
. Forestry
kind
of
problem.
Bonneville
Power Administration's
. Agriculture
Soscia explains the concept. "This
Model Watershed Program has
Land Conservation and
program is specifically designed to
allowed folks to become actively
Development
dovetail with existing programs,
involved in watershed councils over
strengthen them with funding and
the last couple years. These councils
Division of State Lands
with
technical
assistance,"
she
said.
have
developed their own priorities
Geology and Mineral Industries
"We are not creating a new
and plans for local improvement
Springl994
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projects. On the south coast, most
of the existing councils have not
yet had the opportunity to
establish themselves so strongly.
But part of our job with the
Watershed Health program is also
to help develop a long lasting
community-based effort to manage
their watersheds."
The specific watersheds were
selected through evaluation of
three major criteria.
. Present watershed health, as
well as the probability of
additional degradation if no
action is taken.
s Public Interest, including
impending economic loss and
the chance that expenditures
now will save money later.
. Likelthood of success, including
evidence of local support for the
program and opportunity to
integrate this program with
ongoing watershed health
activities.
"There are other watersheds in
need of this kind of effort," Soscia
said, Thut we had to start
somewhere and if this program
works as well as it should, we'll be
ready to start in some new
locations in a couple of years."
Projects will be awarded funds
by the Strategic Water Management
Group on the recommendation by
the Watershed Health staff.
"We bave $10 million for this
program and we want to make sure
that every possible dollar gets used on
on-the-ground projects. The
Watershed Health Program will serve
as a catalyst for action by leveraging
federal, state and local resources. One
of our highest priorities is
demonstrating that we have a new
way of doing business."

Irrigation diversion screens preventjuvenile salmonidsfroin entering irrigation ditches, then redirects them back into
the stream.

ODFW Committed to the Watershed Health Program
Each agency will approach the watershed health Program
with its own emphasis and expertise. The Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife's primary purpose is to
improve habitat and conditions for anadromous fish.
"One of the program's initial projects involves installing
fish screens in the south coast basins," said Roy Elicker,
Watershed Health Coordinator for the Oregon Department
of Fish and Wildlife. This installation is being coordinated
with our existing Fish Screen Program and will help protect
14

crucial salmon and steelhead stocks during their migration
out to sea as smolts.
"It's important to remember that directly or indirectly
all of the projects funded by the Watershed Health
Program will help fish," Elicker said. "Good fishing is
dependent upon good fish habitat. And conditions that
make for good fish habitat - clean, cool water with plenty
of cover and good spawning areas - are the products of a

healthy watershed."
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Antlerless Deer Harvest Generates Concern
ByRandyHenry

orthwest Hunters Choice
Season: Depending on who
you ask, it's either a good opportunity to
harvest a deer, or a crowded, poor
quality hunting experience.
Beginning in 1994, the popullar, but
controversial, Northwest Hunters
Choice season is no more. It has been
replaced by the confrolled hunt system
designed to harvest a similar number
of deer, but solve some of the social
problems surrounding Hunters Choice
season.
Hunters Choice allowed hunters
with an unfilled blacktail buck deer tag
to harvest either a buck or an antlerless
deer during the five-day season. "Many
people said this portion of the season
was a free-for-all, and encouraged poor
hunter ethics and crowded hunting
conditions," said Dan Edwards, staff big
game biologist for the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife. "We
decided the controlled hunt process
would alleviate many of the concerns
the public had expressed, but still allow
harvest of antlerless deer."
In addition, a sportsmen's group in
the Astoria area has maintained that the
IN

season allowed hunters to harvest too
many deer and was reducing local deer
populations. Biologists will begin a
three-year study of the Saddle Mountain
unit near Astoria, where no antlerless
deer tags will be issued. The study will
look at deer populations for the next
three years, comparing them to past
trends for that unit and to other units
where antlerless hunting is allowed.
Some hunters have expressed
concern that too many antlerless tags
were to be issued. "They see that we've
listed 15,000 antlerless tags, and it just
looks like a huge number," said
Edwards. "But 15,000 tags doesn't mean
15,000 deer." he explained. Antlerless
deer hunts have been used on a small
scale throughout northwest Oregon,
and a similar system has been in use in
southwest Oregon for years. "In
northwest Oregon hunts, we see about a
43 percent harvest rate compared to 50
percent in southwest on these antlerless
hunts. We feel these hunts give us a
pretty good idea of what will happen
this fait"
In 1992, under the Hunters Choice
season, hunters harvested 10,359

antlerless deer in these 10 units."
Advantages to the new system
include a 30-day season, as opposed to a
five day Hunters Choice season. This
should reduce the "last week rush" and
overcrowding associated with Hunters
Choice. And because they fall in with
other antlerless hunting opportunities,
hunters may apply for the antlerless
tags along with their regular controlled
hunt or regular season buck tags,
allowing them the chance to harvest two
deer. "Some people are bothered by the
two-deer possibifity, but the department
has provided that opportunity for years.
It's not new," said Edwards.
Why not eliminate antlerless deer
bunting completely? "Like bucks, there is
a harvestable surplus of does," said
Edwards. "And antlerless hunting is a
good way to maintain manageable
populations. Allowing populations to
build up too much adds to the number of
agricultural, timber and rural residential
damage complaints," said Edwards.
"Blacktail deer are prolific and hunters
play an important part in keeping
populations at manageable levels."

Your Last Chance for Oregon Wildlife
We're making a new mailing list, and we want YOU on it!
Return your mailing label to us to continue receiving your copy of Oregon

Wildlife.

In the Fall, 1993 edition of Oregon Wildlife, we asked people to help us update our mailing list and send donations to assist in the
production of Oregon Wildlife. If you already responded, we thank you. To date, readers have donated nearly $20,000 which will help us
continue Oregon Wildlife production.
If you didn't respond to our previous request, here's your last chance. To continue receiving Oregon Wildlife, return the slip below.
Check your mailing label on the reverse side for accuracy.
There has never been a greater need for educating our young people and informing our citizens about Oregon's fish and wildlife
resources. Your voluntary donation will help do that. Please consider contributing what you can when you return your label.

Yes, I want to stay on your list. I have also enclosed a tax deductible donation of

$5

_____$10

_____$20

_____other.

Please detach this card at the perforations and return (your mailing label is on the back side). Note any address change below if
the current label is not correct. Fifi out below for address CHANGE only.

Name _________
Street/P.O. Box:

Apt#

City/State/Zip:
Spring 1994
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Take a
friend fishing11.
Jveryone needs

a

hero, especially kids. But in today's world, we seem

to be short of heroes. You can help! Take someone fishing on Oregon's

Annual Free Fishing Day. Show them the joys of fishing in the great outdoors.

Perhaps you will make a friend - and a fishing partner - for life!

Oregon's Annual

Free Fishing

Day

fishing clinics are planned state-wide by Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, U.S.
Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management and Oregon State Parks. Consult local papers two weeks prior to

Over 100

June

il.

.

More than 10 state fish hatcheries will hold fishing clinics, including Bonneville, Wizard Falls, Roaring River,
Cedar Creek and others.

.

Free camping Friday and Saturday on most US Forest Service and BLM campgrounds statewide.

s

More than 25,000 youngsters participated in 1993.

s

No license or tags required. Bag limits as listed in 1994 Oregon Sport Fishing Regulations must be observed.
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